
 

Senior System Administrators - WIN/UX/DB/BKP/SAN/MSG/CTX/zOS/AS400  

Ref.No. 252916 

HP Bulgaria is seeking for highly motivated, ambitious IT professionals to join our fast growing Team. If you 

already outgrow your current responsibilities and feel a need of real challenge, come to us where sky is the 

limit. If you want to put in full throttle your technical and business know how taking lead into exciting 

projects, HP is the right work place for you! 

 

HP Bulgaria has established an IT Operations Centre, which developed into one of the top Delivery Centers 

for Infrastructure Management Services operating World Wide. The impeccable service quality, along with 

traditional hard working, won us a leading industry position for less than three years of operation. 

 

We are looking for Senior System Administrators with a minimum of 2-4 years experience in at least one of 

the technologies: 

 Windows 

 Unix 

 Database: Oracle, MS SQL, DB2 

 Backup 

 Storage 

 Messaging: Exchange, Lotus Notes/Domino 

 Citrix  

 Mainframe: z/OS, zSeries, System z 

 Midrange: AS/400, iSeries, System i 



You will use your expertise to achieve high level of customer satisfaction by implementing/supporting state- 

of- art solutions and minimizing the amount of unplanned downtime in the customer's production 

environment. Your daily challenge will be identifying and solving problems, working on complex incidents 

affecting thousands of users, defining, executing and implementing changes, coordinating implementations 

and system management. You will work in environment where fast educated decisions may save the day, 

however quality and perfection are our major objective. Working remotely from Bulgaria you will be 

reaching customers from pole to pole. 

Why should it be you? Because at HP motivated high potentials and committed team players find a 

professional environment to work with fun and job satisfaction. 

 

If you feel comfortable with the above mentioned requirements and want to work for one of the world’s 

premier IT Organizations, we would really like to speak to you. So please send your CV to ito-bulgaria-

careers@hp.com  with subject: 252916 Senior System Administrators. 

 

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. 
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